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Medicinal plants contain bioactive components which are useful in the treatment of various diseases in human beings as well as play important role in healing. Phytochemicals may be broadly categorized into two categories: Primary constituents and Secondary constituents. The primary constituents include sugars, proteins, amino acids and chlorophyll. The secondary constituents are mainly terpenoids and alkaloids. Plants of medicinal importance have antifungal, antibacterial and anti-inflammatory properties. The objective of the present research work was to ascertain the presence or absence of the major phytochemical constituents in the selected plants of Leguminoseae and Convolvulaceae families. The results of the phytochemical analysis of these plants showed the presence of important components which have different medicinal effects. The phytochemical analysis of plants has lot of commercial importance also as these may be further exploited on large scale in manufacturing drugs for the cure of various diseases.
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